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PURCHASE AlA/lENS
WINTER ARTS FESTIVAL ... VERY NICE
Photos by Doug Miller

The ideals that SUNY Purchase
theoretically embraces came alive
during the weekend of February 10
at the student-planned and staged
Inter Arts Winter Festival.
The affair was held in the Museum and attracted almost every
student on campus and even merited
visits from parents and members of
surrounding communities. It was,
as one sign declared, "Fun for the
whole family.
Things started blasting on Friday night with a square dance and
didn't stop until after Earl Robinson closed the festival with a
folk concert. A few hardies hung
around the Rathskeller to drink and
cook the pinball machine until
morning.
Activities and entertainment included an art exhibit whose merits
were debated from both sides, jam
sessions, an opportunity to create
artisically through several mediums, dance experiences, beer,
balloons, little kids and carpeted

steps.
Hats off to Mr. Herbert Mendelsohn who carried the brunt of the
organizational and conceptual work
that went into the festival. The
Program that the Festival featured
was one that was first discussed by
members of the Inter Arts Council
last semester in the late fall.
Although festival organizors had
much to get discouraged about during the time between the fall and
the final culmination of their
efforts, they continued to work and
to plan and the result was a surprising, heartening success. The
Festival could prove an inspiration
for students to create similar
programs and activities.
What Herb and other members of
the Inter-Arts Council developed
was creative, varied, somehow exhilaratingly spontaneous and offered something for everyone. It
even lured a few junkies away from
thetr pinball machine.
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SEDATE [ADDIDATES
After many_weeks of preparation, SUNY-Purchase's first
Student Senate elections will finally be held on Wednesday,
Fe bruary 14, Thursday, February 15, and Friday, February 16.
Voting facilities will be in the Main Lobby of Campus Center
South, and students may cast their ballots anytime between
t he hours of 9:00 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. The elections will be
conducted, and the ballots recorded, by members of the Student
Activities Staff.
Each student will vote for 2 slates of candidates: one
representing either the on-campus or off-campus residents,
the other representing one of the 8 academic divisions,
(Na tural Science, Social Science, Humanities, Visual Arts,
The ater and Film, Music, Dance or Freshmen Clusters).
Continuing Education students, (those not matriculated in
Purchase College), will vote for Continuing Education
r e presentatives.
Following is the complete listing of Student Senate
candidates:
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENTS (vote for 9 candidates):
I am concerned with the problems of
1. BILL BASTA (Senior):
the commuters and the university; i.e . . - our Senior
Class.
2.
BUDD BERRO (Freshman):
The first and foremost aim of the
Student Senate should be to bring together, in a working
relationship, the many and varied students studying in
the 8 Divisions at Purchase. Only when this is accomplished can the Senate attempt to take decisive action on
matte rs pertaining to our joint interests and individual
concerns.
3. RACHAEL BURROWS (Freshman):
I would like to deal with
SASU, (getting more students into it), topics for clusters and so on.
4.
ROY FRANCIS (Senior)
5. LEWIS HARRISON (Junior):
I want to run because I want a
foot in every thing.
I promise eve ryone a new deal in a
new frontier that will bring us together .
6.
DAVID HEAPS , (Freshman) : ·. I don't want to make a big deal
of the election.
I just want to be a member of the
Senate, so that we all can put things together on this
campus in a together way.
7.
BILL HOWARD (Junior)
8. LEE KANE (Senior)
9.
KE NNEN ·KINZLER (Junior):
I wish to represent the older
students living off-campus.
10. MAUREEN O'BRIEN (Freshman)
ll.
WEBB SMEDLEY ·· (Sophomore):
I wish to run because I'd like
to get involved in student· government because there are
some things that I see· that I would like to be clarified
or changed,. p·articularly in the students' role in policymaking . and decision-making.
ON-CAMPUS RESIDENTS . (vote for 7 candidates) :
l. MITCH BROZINSKY (F.reshman)
2.
DAVID CHARLOP (Freshman)
3. DAVID M. FLEISHER (Freshman): At this time, in the
infancy of our school, it is imperative that our student
government firmly establish itself as a viable and active
force in the Purchase Community. Unfortunately many
stude nt governments evolve into "do-nothing" social
organ :i,zatibns. We at Purchase must strive to avoid a
similar situation. We must elect Senators who are
committed to an effective student government, and are
willing to work for their constituents.
I am firmly
committed to a Student Senate whe re students and their
representatives work together for a smooth running
community.
That is why I feel I am qualified to be a
Senator representing the dormitory students. ·
4. DENNIS FRIED (Freshman)
5. ELLEN JURUN (Freshman):
I feel a strong need for
students to . get involved in Purchase. The Student
Gove rnment can be the mean~ and I want to be part
of this organization.
I am tired of complaining and
hearing complaints: we need concrete action by student
groups.
I am willing to give my time and work towards
meeting this demand.
I want to change things, or at
least try!!
6.
BOB KAHAN (Freshman): A lot of p e ople have been saying
that the boredom, apathy and general atmosphere of the
dorm will change once we make the move up to Purchase.
It won.' t just change by itself.
We have to do it.
So
far all I've said is rhetoric, but I've been active in
trying to change the atmosphere for a while now.
I
helped to organize the "Inexclusive Kunglomerashun", a
the matic expression group within the dorm.
(It is one
of the only existing dorm-originating activities.)
I've
also been active in dorm government. As for the coll e ge,
I've believe d in making it live up to the expectations
we had when we came.
It' s becoming obvious to many that
this is not happening.
Ge t t ing back to rhetoric, I think
I'll do a good job, etc . . .
7.
WENDI LAZAR (Freshman): Purchase is a new school that
has a chance for .much innovation and growth. As a woman
I would like to take part in this growth and see Purchase
develop into a school that every member, (be it students
faculty and staff) want it to be. As a Senator I could
actively participate in this development and for this
reason I am running.
8. EMMETT MCGUIRE (Freshman):
Ideas:
The student
government should be in full control of all matters
involving students . What is going on right now as far
as the judiciary committee and the admissions committee?
Who is doing the screening , by what authority, with what
criteria? This should b e handled totally by the stude n t
government with absolutely no, and I stress NO, control
by the administration. We need some form of studentfaculty coalition independent of the administrationfaculty-student board that is supposively being formed.
Student government should try to secure full control over
its funds.
The government should extend itself so that
its funds are equitably distributed.
Let's make sure
that the Day Care Center and the Women's Center don't
die from lack of funds.
Let's move very quickly to
involve ourselves in the SASU.
Student government should

z

9.
10.
11.

12.

have a Senate Hall - a permanent hall exclusive to the
Senate - where it will meet and function.
It should be
taken that seriously. The government should try to form
a co-op so that we can get books, manuscript paper, art
supplies, tights - basically everything anyone on this
campus might need - and sell it at cost to the students.
The Student Government MUST BE TAKEN QUITE SERIOUSLY.
If
you look upon it as a joke, you're going to really fuck
it up - it \vill never function.
I would like some
feedback.
Box 80 - Purchase.
ROY MOSKOWITZ (Freshman)
BARBARA ROSENTHAL (Freshman)
DONNA SACKS (Freshman):
I wish to run because I want
to find out what is going on!
I have received decisions
concerning things that I thought we could discuss or vote
on (ex. - the school colors - who decided white & orange
or blue & green?).
If there is a decision made, we
should find out the reasoning behind it - such as why,
exactly, must we be on the meal plan. We live here and
should be treated like residents, not numbers-or so many
sheep.
I want a "Woman's Clinic" set up in the near
future for counseling and information.
There's plenty o
things that could help us all live like human beings,
instead of subsisting on the shit condition that
presently exist, and as a selfish person I would like
to make sure that someone is at least trying to get them
done.
CATHY SELDIN (Junior)

FRESHMEN CLUSTER STUDENTS (vote for 4 candidates):
1. JUDITH FINK (Freshman):
I am running for Student Council
because I think it's about time that I got involved in
something useful - something outside of myself but also
important for me as a member of the Purchase community.
2. MARC GORDON (Freshman):
I feel attuned to the problems
generated during the Freshmen (especially I:-. being a
Freshman myself) I can fairly represent their needs.
3. BRIAN GANIN (Freshman): 1) SASU- I would like to see
Purchase be~ng and ma~ntain a strong policy of support
of SASU, and I'd hope that we could actively work to
participate in its activities and help shape its policies .
2) Clusters - I believe that the Freshmen Clusters should
be offered as an elective program in the Spring, while th~
Fall Cluster would still be required, as I believe it to
be an adequate and innovative introductory course.
3)
I would push for increased opportunities for inter-division study between the liberal and fine arts. Many
students came to Purchase under the fallacious assumption
that they could do work outside of their division, and
they are now very dissappointed.
4)
The "one sex to a
bathroom (corridor or suite)" rule is a SUNY-Purchase
policy.
I will push to have it eliiitinate'd.
4. MELISSA KRANTZ (Freshman)
5. ELYSA LAZAR (Freshman)
6.
IRA LIPSON (Freshman): One -of the major factors in my
decision to come to Purchase was the opportunity to "get
in on the ground floor" of a growing institution. After
these past four months I have come to believe that the
Senate is the most practical way for students to help
shape the future direction of the school. A government
that does not acquire the early confidence (and participation) of its student body may easily turn into a
laughable or cynical structure like those found on many
other campuses. The most important task facing the
members of this year's Senate, then, is to organize
quickly and set a precedent of respectability.
I have
chosen to run for Freshmen Cluster representative
because I am committed not qnly to the ideological
conception of the clusters but to their viability as wel L
There are hopefully some immediate and certainly long
range measures which can be taken to help procure the
inter-disciplanary ideals from which they were set up.
But the most immediate problem remains to organize a
responsible and enthusiastic organization.
7. JOHN RAMBERG (Freshman):
I am convinced that all of the
people who attend Purchase want it to work and have
creative ideas that will help achiev.e
this end.
It is
therefore my wish to represent these ideas in the
Purchas~.. Senate representing those of us who took the
cluster~~as those students who are the majority of the
first freshman class, and also represent in the clearest
sense what Purchase is all about.
I want to be involved
in the procass through which the future life of Purchase
will be determined . . We are a new school, we have nothing
against us but ourselves and what we bring with us.
I
want to make sure that. the prophesy 6f. ·Pogo will not have
to be the ease here, that we will meet the enemy and he
will not be us. We have a small enough population at
Purchase to permit our ideas to be fully represented,
that there is enough personal contact between us to pennH
all of our ideas heard and to be debated, rather than t o
be lost in a bureaucratic mish mash of one dimensionality
I believe that we have this chance.
8. JEANNIE Segall
(Freshman):
Students need an obvious power·
to get anything done here (as opposed to gripe sessions ) .
I am concerned w~th specific problems of women on campus ,
and student-say in re-working rigid academic structure
(such as clusters and field exams) as well as student
participation in hiring of faculty and counselling.
Student government can hopefully be a useful instrument
in obtaining results answering student needs.
HUMANITIES MAJORS ~o declared candidates)
NATURAL SCIENCE MAJORS (vote for 2 candidates) :
1. DAWN EDELL (Sophomore)
2. DOMINIC S. POTENZA (Sen ior) : Expansion! More faciliti es
(labs etc.) and wider variety of philosophical ideals i n
the faculty.
3. ROBERT N.T. TAYLOR (Junior):
To make student governance
work takes an active part by all its members.
I wish t o
do my part in making it as responsive and relevant as
government can be.
In order to attain this goal, there
must be feedback from the student electorate, work by the
students elected, and whether negative or positive,
support by all.
SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJORS (vote for 2 candidates):
l.
IRENE COHEN (Sophomore):
I've had the feeling I don't
know what's going on, that a lot is happening which no
.
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STUDEDTS ORiiADIZE
BY EMMETT MCGUIRE
A meeting was held for the student body on Tuesday, February 6, to
organize for the town meeting called by President Kaplan. The meeting
attempted to fill a vacuum, caused by the non-functioning student government, by providing a forum at which a consensus could be reached on
proposals to be presented at the town meeting on Februa ry 12. The student meeting also attempted to unify the students so that they would
have some appearance of solidarity when they make their presentation.
Approximately· seventy-five students showed up in the CCS lounge to
participate in what amounted to an organized gripe sess i on. The meeting
was successful in determining major areas of discontent, which were divided into five catagories:
gated the responsibility of presenting one of these proposals at
1. Interdivisionary Studies - A Dithe town meeting. The exact prorector of Interdivisionary Studies
should be hired in the next hiring
posals, more detailed and specific
period that comes up. There
than the sketch above, are not yet
should be far more encouragement
available. Due to deadlines, this
of interdivisionary pursuits.
article was written before the
town meeting and before the stu2. Faculty - There should be dident committee could prepare final
drafts for presentation~
rect student involvement in hiring.
In conjunction with this, students .
At this time there is some
should be involved in the tenure
question as to how effective the
town meeting will actually be.
procedure. There should be some
form of faculty evaluation.
Its organization has been poor and
communication between the groups
involved, with respect to each oth~
3. Evaluations - Evaluations
should be more detailed and reaer and within themselves, has been
deficient.
lize the positive aspects of a
stuaent' s performance as well as
Students found out about the
the negative. Honors should be
town meeting quite accidentally
eliminated from the grading system.
during the short term when it
slipped out in an education class.
There should be an academic review
Students, 1ed by Roy Mos kowi tz i,
board, composed of faculty, stuformulated plans to organize for
dents and administrators, to
a meeting to organize students.
~ich a student can appeal an evTheir efforts were an attempt
aluation or decisions concerning
to bring about constructive reher/his academic program.
sults from the town meeting.
One of the most discouraging
4. Health and Counseling Servicesaspects is that up until the lOth
~ctors should be on campus.
We
of February, the administration
need more counsellors and, most
had still not communicated its inimportantly, aware, female countentions to the community at large.
selors.
There is an awesome communication
gap. A far more effective job
5. Junior Field Exam - Student
could have been done by the admin~estions should again be included
istration, considering the relain the exam. A more persona 1i zed
tively large amount of time its
9am with more comprehensive planstaff had. It could have been as
ning should be developed. The exsimple as including a notice in
am should be a codification of the
with evaluations. The flyers that
students' education rather than
were finally distributed to the
going back on its purpose by
students were prepared by the stu~
causing students to take preredent
committee that organized on
quried courses for the exam.
the information that its members
accidentally obtained.
At a second meeting on Wednesday, specific students were dele-
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NINA RUBIN

On Wednesday January 31,
while seniors registered for
Spring I, and others packed
for the move from Maritime to
the dorms, and some of us just
slept late, SUNY College at
Purchase welcomed 42 new
students in the sunny warmth
of its living room. Underwhelming was the word for
it. Non-events of this
type are becoming a kind of
indigenous genre around here
md orientation, despite its
carefully Jl>lanned agenda and
n~e tags, certainly qualified
as one.
School psychologist Gary
Faltico served as combination
MC and coordinator during
the opening orientation
session. He saw that name
tags were distributed, that
the coffee stayed hot, and
that things ran according to
schedule. His myriad tasks
~eluded introducing President Kaplan at exactly 9:45
along with at least a dozen
administration "heavies" who
entered from an elegantly
panelled room to the rear.
~ the usual standards it
should nave been a moment to
rt least savor.
The sight
of this august group assembled from all parts of this
patchwork campus seems eminently noteworthy-- but

Frank Wadsworth, Vice~President
for Academic Affairs, recommended
Thursday that students who have
misgivings about course evaluations, speak with the faculty member who wrote the evaluation if
they wish to discuss or change the
evaluation. If the professor's
explaination does not satisfy the
student, the mafter should be
brought to the dean of the department.
Wadsworth enGouraged student involvement in academic review, but
insisted that the matter is basically one to.' be handled by the faculty..._ The idea of having an academic ·review committee composed of
students and faculty, which would
hear and rule on student evaluation grievances, was not acceptable to him. Grades, he said,
must be determined by the faculty
member who issues them; they caninot and should not be changed by
any outside arbitrator.
Dr. Wadsworth admitted that
certain professors did not write
satisfactory evaluations in terms
of content, and felt that this
could be attributed to the fact
that many either do not have adequate understanding of how to
write evaluations or simply do not
put enough. effort into them. He
did say, however, that most of the
evaluations that he has seen were
objective and helpful to the student, though it is possible that
the faculty may need more of an
"education" on writing evaluations.
The course evaluations, according to Wadsworth, are not meant
to be permanent descriptions of a
student's work which are going to
be sent out to the world. They
were designed to show a student
what he or she has done, has not
done , and could do better . Summary evaluations will be written
for each student after the student
takes the junior field exam and
after the student's baccalaureate
year. These evaluations will be
written by a faculty review committee. If students wish to send
out transcripts before they take
the junior field exam, they may
choose up to five evaluations to
be sent out by the college. A
cover letter, written by Dr. Wadsworth, will also be sent out.
Dr. Wadsworth hopes that the
evaluations written about each
~tudent will satisfy graduate

having some trouble with this
letter) S for sharing, and E
for Expecting. "I have seen
and felt all these things here,"
he said 1 by way of introducing
Purchase administrators
students from various campus
aren't big on pomp.
organizations
, "and have
Abbott Kaplan addressed
found on this campus some of
the group briefly expressing
the finest people I know."
the belief that people with
The newcomers heard
schooling aren't always the
rather routine pitches from
best educated people. "A
Student Government, the Black
university education," he
Student's Association, the
said, "is just part of the
Women's Union, "The Load", and
process by which we become
was collectively invited to
humane and ethical people."
the Pub opening at CCS. Sy
He hoped that Purchase would
Zachar put in a good word for
always emphasize these two
the Food Co-Op, the Video
qualities in addition to academics. He introduced members group, and the Coffee House,
adding cheerily, "our philosof the administrative staff ,
ophy is do the best you can
warned the students that
with what you've got."
inconvenience and lack of
Dee Molinari, director of
facilities were an unfortunate housing
got right to the
but integral part of the
point.
"Contrary to pnpuil.ar
Purchase experience, then
rumour, the dorm is ready to
braced himself for questions .
open and is probably in better
When one dauntlesslatecomer
s hape than any building we've
asked, "Who are you?" the
opened here to date." She
president humbly replied,
described the off-campus
"My name is Abbott Kaplan
housing situation as "tight"
and I'm the fellow who works
and
mentioned the possibility
for everybody. I'm the
of setting aside a few rooms
general someone around here.
in the dorm for commuting
She seemed satisfied with that. students
and faculty to use
Faltico returned with some
overnight for a nominal fee.
observations about Purchase,
Jack Agett, financial aid
some gentle cautions, and
director, echoed her theme
some praise. "The word
saying that money was tight in
Purchase" he told the group,
all the State Universities
"is really an acronym for the
(as if we didn't know) and
things the school is made of." that
now was the time to apply
As he proceeded to explain; P
for scholar incentive and
was for People, U for Under-Federal work/study awards.
standing, R for Reaching-out,
C for Creating, H for Helping,
"Plan ahead" was his advice.
As registration and infer~ for Accepting (he admitted

schools, though l?w and medical
schoo 1s do prefer. letter g~:;!J.des.
' The college, after three ye~rs of
consultation with educators, professors and students, decided on
the present grading system because
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it does· 'not place a student '-s
failures on permanent transcripts
and works as an aid to students by
giving them, through a narrative
evaluation, a more precise description of how they have performed
academically. The "Honors" grade
enables grad schools to judge
whether or not a student is exceptionally adept academically.
Some students have had problems
getting into good graduate schools
.and doing well on the Graduate
Record Exams b!cause of Purchase ' s
unusual grading system and curriculum. Until Purchase's repuatation is established, Dr. Wadsworth
said, the faculty and administra.tion will write as many recommendations and give as strong a push
as are necessary to place students
in good grad schools. If this
does not work, the school may go
back to a conventional letter
grading system. Wadsworth ruled
out using longer evaluations because he believes that such evaluations are too long to be read
quickly and will be ignored by
graduate schools.
mation packets were passed
around, one couldn't help
admiring the fortitude and go
good grace of these new
students. They traded tales
of how -they got here, (by
now the variations seem truly
endless) marvelled at the .mud,
and asked unansweable questions
like: "How do you get from the
College to the White Plains
railroad station on a Sunday?"
They appeared to be an interesting group ranging from
CO-OP College graduates,
matriculated Continuing Ed.
students, refugees from other
SUNY's, to a sprinkling of
freshmen, and seemed fairly
receptive though properly
perplexed, to the orientation spectacle.
But those ·of us who've
survived a term or more here
couldn't help feelirig a bit
disappointed, at times downright embarrassed, by this
showing. For no matter how
battle-scarred and blase we
seem, we share a feeling that
things are coming into focus·
and that a momentum is beginning to build. Orientation
just didn't communicate that.
It put forth glossy, down-home
platitudes about "community",
"vitality", and "freedom" but ·
left remarkably little to chew
on.Maybe the new students. did
didn't notice anything missing .
(People being_· oriented rarely
are such purists). May be
it's up to us to fill in the
gaps. Take a transfer student
to lunch one of these days
and tell it like you see it .
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along with at least a do zen
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explaination does not satisfy the
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of content, and felt that this
could be attributed to the fact
that many either do not have adequate understanding of how to
write evaluations or simply do not
put enough effort into them. He
did say, however, that most of the
evaluations that he has seen were
objective and helpful to the student, though it is possible that
the faculty may need more of an
"education" on writing evaluations.
The course evaluations, according to Wadsworth, are not meant
to be permanent descriptions of a
student's work which are going to
be sent out to the world. They
were designed to show a student
what he or she has done, has not
done, and could do better. Summary evaluations will be written
for each student after the student
takes the junior field exam and
after the student's baccalaureate
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written by a faculty review committee. If students wish to send
out transcripts before they take
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choose up to five evaluations to
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Dr. Wadsworth hopes that the
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aren't big on pomp.
organizations
, "and have
Abbott Kaplan addressed
found on this campus some of
the group briefly expressing
the finest people I know."
the belief that people with
The newcomers heard
schooling aren't always the
rather routine pitches from
best educated people. "A
Student Government, the Black
university education," he
Student's Association, the
said, "is just part of the
Women's Union, "The Load ", and
process by which we become
was collectively invited to
humane and ethical people."
the Pub opening at CCS. Sy
He hoped that Purchase would
Zachar put in a good word for
always emphasize these two
the Food Co-Op, the Video
qualities in addition to academics. He introduced members group, and the Coffee House,
adding cheerily, "our philosof the administrative staff ,
ophy is do the best you can
warned the students that
with what you've got."
inconvenience and lack of
Dee Molinari, director of
facilities were an unfortunate housing
got right to the
but integral part of the ·
point.
"Contrary to popullar
Purchase experience, then
rumour, the dorm is ready to
braced himself for questions.
open and is probably in better
When one dauntlesslatecomer
shape than any building we've
asked, "Who are you?" the
opened here to date." She
president humbly replied,
described the off-campus
"My name is Abbott Kaplan
housing situation as "tight"
and I'm the fellow who works
and
mentioned the possibility
for everybody. I'm the
of setting aside a few rooms
general someone around here.
in the dorm for commuting
She seemed satisfied with that. students
and faculty to use
F al tico returned with some
overnight for a nominal fee.
observations about Purchase,
Jack Agett, financial aid
some gentle cautions, and
director, echoed her theme
some praise. "The word
saying that money was tight in
Purchase" he told the group,
all the State Universities
"is really an acronym for the
(as if we didn't know) and
things the school is made of."
that
now was the time to apply
As he proceeded to explain; P
for scholar incentive and
was for People, U for Under-Federal work/study awards.
standing, R for Reaching-out,
C for Creating, H for Helping,
"Plan ahead" was his advice.
As registration and infor~ for Accepting (he admitted

schools, though l~w and medical
schools do prefe~letter gt~des.
' The college, after. three years of
consultation with educators, professors and students, decided on
the present grading system because

~
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BY ANDY HUGOS

it does'not place a student 's .
failures on permanent transcripts
and works as an aid to students by
giving them, through a narrative
evaluation, a more precise description of how they have performed
academically. The "Honors" grade
enables grad sthools to judge
whether or not a student is exceptionally adept academically.
Some students have had problems
getting into good graduate schools
and doing well on the Graduate
Record Exams b~cause of Purchase's
unusual grading system and curriculum. Until Purchase's repuatation is established, Dr. Wadsworth
said, the faculty and administration will write as many recommendations and give as strong a push
as are necessary to place students
in good grad schools. If this
does not work, the school may go
back to a conventional letter
grading system. Wadsworth ruled
out using longer evaluations because he believes that such evaluations are too long to be read
quickly and will be ignored by
graduate schools.
mation packets were passed
around, one couldn't help
admiring the fortitude and go
good grace of these new
students. They traded tales
of how they got here, (by
now the variations seem truly
endless) marvelled at the .mud,
and asked unansweable questions
like: "How do you get from the
College to the White Plains
railroad station on a Sunday?"
They appeared to be an interesting group ranging from
CO-OP College graduates,
matriCulated Continuing Ed.
students, refugees from other
SUNY's, to a sprinkling of
·freshmen, and seemed fairl y
receptive though properly
perplexed, to the orientation spectacle.
But those ·of us who've
survived a term or more here
couldn't help feeling a bit
disappointed, at times downright embarrassed, by this
showing. For no matter how
battle-scarred and blase we
seem, we share a feeling that
things are coming into focus·
and that a momentum is beginning to build. Orientation
just didn't communicate that.
It put forth glossy, down-home
platitudes about "community",
"vitality", and "freedom" but ·
left remarkably little to chew
on.Maybe the new students. did
didn't notice anything missing.
(People being · oriented rarely
are such purfsts). May be
it's up to us to fill in the
gaps. Take a transfer student
to lunch one of these days
and tell it like you see it.

l

BY DAVID FLEISHER

President Nixon's proposed
budget for the next fiscal
year may create a crisis situation for all students who
receive financial aid directly or indirectly from the
Federal Government. The proposed budget will wipe out
National Defense Student
Loans, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants and
will continue to fund the
College Work-Study Program.
The discontinued programs
will be replaced by what is
known as the Basic Opportunity Grant.
All college students will
be allowed a $1,400 grant,
but there is a very stiff
schedule of payments for this
grant. If your family's net
income is over $11,500, you
will receive nothing.
There are currently three
thousand institutions of
higher learning in the nation
participating in Federal Aid
programs, and there are approximatley eight thousand institutions of higher learning
in the US - this figure includes computer training
schools and technical schools
that normally don't need this
aid.
Mr . Nixon proposes that

in order to be "fair", all
these schools must get aid.
This would mean a 25% increase in the number of
schools participating in Federal programs. This would
also mean 9.5 million students in these programs. Mr.
Nixon has proposed the allocation of $977 million for
the increase, but most conservative estimates say that
$1.2 billion would be needed,
possibly upwards of $2 billion. At the same time, Nixon
has only asked for a $6 million increase in Work Study
funds. This means that many
more students will be competing for less available
money.
Students will be able to
borrow more from banks, but
the interest rate will jump
from 3% to 7%. The Federal
Government's proposals call
for an end to Financial Aid
Directors'participation in
determining the amount a
student deserves, and, in-

BY WEBB SMEDLEY
One hope that the planners of PurchaseCollegeha.d was that the living
situation in itself could provide a valuable exper'ience. The phrases
in the catalouge about dormitories are idealistic, yet the dormitory experience at Maritime has been similar to that experienced anywhere in a
dorm . - isolation, and often anarchistic disrespect for one another's habits of study and sleep. It has been for many, an experience to be put up
with rather than to really appreciate and learn from. Whether the Maritime experience carries over to Purchase is yet to be seen. The decentralized nature of the building may keep interaction in corridors and
suites on a personal level, as may the fact that there are other spaces
and buildings within reach of the residents.
A number of students have chosen
ber which was publicized at Pura more active role in assuring
chase and Maritime and held at the
that their living experience at
latter. The meeting was attended
Purchase does not degenerate into
by a variety of people, many of
that exemplified by Maritime, to
whom didn't know each other and
insure that the experience here is
it was successful in that true
more than just one of numbered
feelings were expressed by all who
rooms and numbered corridors, to
attended. The meeting was followed
make it a place to return to at
by interviews of interested studnight and be able to to sleep in.
ents by Gary, designed to insure
that everyone had a similarity of
These people, who come from all
different backgrounds, disci p1i nes,
purpose . No one was "rejected" a land lifestyles, comprise the Caring
though a few people decided to wait
Community, a name which rings
until next semester, or did not
harshly in the ears of cynics, but
waht to make a committment at this
which expresses clearly what state
time. There was little problem in
this diverse community hopes to
the selection of roomates, as
achieve - a state of caring about
most everyone was primarily conone another.
cerned with being in the community
The attempt to create~ in a
and, in some cases, willing to
formalized situation . a state of
room with anyone else.
caring about one another in the
The organization of the community
setting of a dormitory grows out of
has been held on weekdays at 8:00
conversations between Gary Faltico
a.m. which is the only time the
and Purchase students who expresstwenty odd people can be brought to
ed strong desire to do something
together. At this meeting~ probmore than just live in the dorm.
lems thatarise, no matter how
Gary Faltico, a psycology teasmall, are discussed and worked out.
These are addressed in the form of
cher at Purchase, better known as
the Director of Counceling Servic~
"pullups," a word extracted from the
es, has had experience at a drug
Daytop experience, meaning ~~ritten
reahbilitation program in Florida,
down complaints from the day that
which he still directs. The
are brought to the meeting. These
may range from hair in the showers
program is one based on the Daytop
to noise in the hall - they are all
prototype which attempts, with an
80% success rate, to get people not
aired, discussed, and hopefully rej ust off drugs, but on to concern
so 1ved. They are in this form befor others, self respect and a
cause this prevents people from dis
general attitude of responsibility.
dismissing something which has
Gary feels the techniques used here
really been bothering them and ereand at other drug rehabilitation
ating tension, wh.en they come to
centers can be benificial to people
the meeting, and enables them to
in a dormitory because in some reget a retrospective view on it.
spects there is a similarity in the
The morning meetings are open to
problems of both situations. Like
all, and at one, which I attended,
Daytop a dormitory is a place where
there was a very evident questioning of this structure and the dipeople of varying backgrounds, interests and lifestyles must cope
rection of the community. Peoples'
with one another in a small space
vague but very real desires for
under a great deal of pressure.
humancontact and real interaction
This requires learning to act unwere somewhat stiffled by the iniselfishly, and learning to comprotial discussions over how the
mise.
meetings should be run and how the
Despite an atmosphere of negatcommunity should be brought togeivism, interest in developing somether.
thing better than what occurred at
An atmosphere of common purpose
Maritime and what occurs at most
still reigns, however, and the
following morning meeting possesco1lege dormitories was strong
enough to spark a meetinq in Decemsed a clear air. It was run by a
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and you can't afford a bank
loan at 7% interest, you wi l
be in serious trouble.next
fall.

CARING COMMUNITY
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stead, will entrust the operation to outside income
analysis corporations. These
bureaus will treat each student like a number (Social
Security number), "plug"
them in, and determine their
awards, based soley on numbers, without taking the human aspect into consideration.
For example, if a serious
financial situation arose in
your family during the academic year, your award could
not be adjusted untillthe
following year, because all
aid will be determined on
your family's tax return for
the previous year.
These proposals will not
only hurt the middle-income
and low-income families,
they will also hurt the "independent student" whose income for the academic year is
not always definite. If your
financial aid money from the
Federal Government is cut or
lessened, your parents can't
afford to send you to school,

dance student who opened it with
a group exercise in movement.
This warmed the group up to sincere
communication.
The caring community is not yet
"together" in any sense of the
word other than the shared desire
and willingness to work to be so.
Problems have already arisen - the
varying schedules make it difficult
for everyone to meet together; the
8:00 a.m. meeting forces some to
get up early even after a late
night, and results in some missing
a needed breakfast. For some people there is a conflict between
personal freedom and community responsibility; for others there is a
conflict between responsibility as
a student, and as a member of the
community, which has already forced
one pre-med woman to seriously con-

Everyone on this campus
and all college campuses muE
work to prevent Nixon's proposals from going through.
Everyone must write their
Congressman and Senators im·
mediately to urge them to
keep the existing Federal
Aid programs and to fully
fund them. If you find you
will be in financial difficulty next year, inform you.
Congressman that you will bJ
unable to attend college if
these programs are cut.
Don't minimize the seriousness of this situation.
The magnitude of the consequences might not be apparent to everyone, but it
could mean financial disast~
for many students. If you
are uncertain about the situation, talk with Jack Aget
immediately, or see me and
will try to explain what is
going on. It is very imparl
tant to write letters as soo.
as possible. If you don't
know your Congressman's address, call Ogden Reid's ofl
fice in White Plains and ask.
for assistance. The number
is: 428-3040.

sider leaving the group.
Expressed by all who live in t
~ing was a concern that the exper
ment does not become an inverted
one, and the fact that the meeting
are open to all (the one I attende
'included two other "visitors").
Caring Community members go many
different wavs durinq the day. lt'
precisly this which makes the out·
come of this group's attempt at
true appreciation and understanding of one another so important,
for the students are very much a
microcosm of the students of
Purchase. I am asked to extend a
welcome to anyone who is interest
ed in being at a morning meeting.
All you have to do is set your
alarm clock, and speak your mind.
If you come, you are part of the
community.

BORIS MOVE
BY TOM DEY
The weatherman was threat~
ening with ice and snow while
the uncontrollable fire alarm
was scoring for a migraine.
As I walked around piles of a
collection that had taken
three month~ to establish, I
pondered how to pack it all in
one night. Bouncing from one
pile to the next, to the
rhythm of bells, I fanticized
the plot ... a test to see how
far we could be pushed. The
State was observing our behavior again. No, that's
absurd. I must realize that
life isn't all centered around
gerbils and hamsters.
Realizing that the fire
bell's rhythm wasn't condusive
to packing, I ran down the hall
only to view poor, innocent
individuals reeling from the
clanging. I ran into my
friends room, grabbed my headphones and promptly plugged
in. The Allman Brothers
didn't benefit from the competing rhythm section, but by
the end of the third side the
bells seemed to have disappeared. Had I simply responded to the alarm stimulus?
Warily I lifted the phones
from my head and ... NO BELLS!
I returned to the massive
cramming operation.
The next morning as the
mass exodus resumed, everyone was eager to leave and
cooperation was at optimum
level. There wasn't a sign of
idleness; we had all waited

for this moment and weren't
going to waste one minute i L
departure. People were running from room to room,
checking. It seemed that no
one could really believe we
were moving, but as long as
the vaos were outside they
weren't going to give up the
opportunity. The life of th
building and the peninsula w
swarming. Like birds to a n
nesting place,we were taking
everything but the bridge an
the warriors.
People had imagined the
last bus ride would be an
occasion for rejoicing, but
for some it was an ordeal li
so many other rides had been.
The cat jumped from Ellie's
lap in hot pursuit of tranquility. As Jessie rose to
announce the disappearence,
the bus driver halted and
refused to drive amidst such
pandemonium for fear that
the eat's head might be
crushed under the brake
ped
What a delightful way to end
four months of faithful service. The cat was found, no
under the peddle but under a
seat, and the interminable
termination of our journey
was under way again.
Unloading and unpacking
was similar to loading and
packing, but in reverse, and
as is the case with most
things done backwards, much
harder. Now we are here to
build and watch others build
Each step makes it easier to
get something together.
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ANDREW HUGOS

It has become vogue to say that
humanity is stagnating; it has become vogue to say that it is not;
it has become vogue to be ·different, but it is a 1so vogue not to
be vogue or different, and we are
trapped in our own 1imitations and
our own vanity. The most terrify.,.
ing thing is that it is vogue to
rea 1i ze this.
Words have lost their meaning
somewhere. They are n.on-'sequitorJ
in a ruthless backwash of cons~i
ousness; they have been disected,
and explained, ripped apart and
misused until they have become labels and nothing more. Labels
that now determine us, instead of
we them, and our searches are not
quests for truth, because no one
gives a flying fuck about truth.
Truth is an abstract concept that
.Q.Il!I exists if it exists at all;
it can't do anything for you; it
can't make you HAPPY. No, our
search is t')Ot for truth because
truth requires that we determine
it, we are looking for labels, more labels : handsome, sexy, wo':..
man, articulate, presigious, .sensitive, caring,Marxist, artist,
bull shitter. Truth beckons you
to determine it, 1abe 1s detenni ne
~u,and and so you are safe.
It is useless to say, "I'm
open," because that too is a label
and it still protects orie from
man's bone-shaking fear, the fear
that maybe he does not know who he
is, or, God forbid, what he is.
It is easier to use the words, to
speak to yourse 1f and tell yourself what you are instead of goi~ out on the frontier, instead
of looking for another, inconceivaMe way of thinking. Moreover,
it protects us from recognizing
that we are trapped inside of our
own skulls and we can do no more
communicating than pouring out
words, touching and fucking allow . Even more frightening, we
~ve nothing more to do than echo
our hollow consciousness'es off
other 'peoples' ears and eyes.
F. S cott Fitzgerald once brilliantly both defe·nded and explain-.
ed our way of thinking by saying,
"Life doesn't make sense unless
it is viewed through one window
because it 1ooks different through
each window . " So we s tumb 1e
through 1ife trying to rna ke sense
out of sense 1essness, never onc·e
stopping to admit that maybe we
wou ld be better off not destroying
our world by trying to make sense
out of it.
Yes, our time has come, we
have trampled our Garden of Eden,
destroyed our Gods and we have
been left alone, senseless. If we
don't stop playing with the questions of existence, the labels
will remain clamped to us and
blood will continue to run all
over the world. Richard Nixon
wants to be labelled in history,
a great president, but what he
doesn't realize is that history
doesn't care what he is, history
doesn't exist except in our own
minds and when we a 11 perish,
where will history be, what does
history matter?
We can go on denying that there
is anything we don't know about
our universe, and we can continue
~pit our struggles against those
of others. There is nothing to
stop us from 1iving and being our
own confused myths.
It is possible that we are
caught up in something that we
view fr om only one window, something that we might understand if
we looked at it through every window at the same time. Esoteric
questions, a11 of them . But our
ignorance and confusion is undeniable. It is time to stop playing
around and directing ·our ene rg ies
towards our exteriors1 because what
is exterior to us is out of our
control, and cannot be changes by
us. Therefore if we continue to
direct our energies in such a way,
we will be determined .by our
exteriors. Proceed on the premise
that there is something that you
must yet discover and that at this
point the next person could care
less if you find it or not.
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LETTERS
To the Editor:
The college experience can
often be a difficult one.
It
consists
of unceasing efforts at self-definition and
self-creation as we struggle
with emoti~nal upheavals and
decision-making.
It is also
an age when we are asked to
make a smooth transition from
the cloistered academic environment to the larger society with its baffling paradoxes.
It is a time when
Counseling can be of great
value.
·
However, we find the traditional psychological approach, with its emphasis on
individual adjustment to the
prevailing social order, unanswerable to our needs.
Traditional psychology, in
analyzing personalities and
determining what is "wrong"
and how to "right" it, has
the task of describing the
limits of human potential.
Most of the time, what is
"right" conforms to society's
stereotypes. This means defining a woman as one who is
fulfilled by marriage and
children, alone.
So, when a
woman goes to a therapist for
help (very often in rebellion
against behavior norms set
upon her sex by society) , she
is more often treated as one
who is mentally ill rather
then as a member of an opres~
sed group.
As college women, we feel
the need for a feminist
psychologist. This period
in our lives is a particularly frustrating one. Though
we now are encouraged to explore our talents and skills
we know we face economic discrimination and the degredation of the help-mate role
and secondary status in the
job world.
Such an apparent
paradox of being encourqged
to be capable and then to be
considered undesirable, in
spite of or because of competency is disheartening.
·
Less obvious, but more tragic, is the insidious syndrome which comes into play
while still in school.
Known as "the motivation to
~void success," it is sad
.steering away from excellence;
it is the constant doubting
of one's intellectual and
artistic abilities. Many
college women are plagued
with the problem of reconciling the social ideal of
woman as supportive, altruistic, dependent and selfsacrificing with the college
ideal that demands egooriented self-improvement.
Confronted with this role
conflict, we often sell our··
selves short without giving
ourselves a chance to succeed in the world beyona
college.
Higher education for women
is still not considered to
be a serious necessity as it
is for men.
There's always
the option for an educated
woman to marry a man who

provides for her an serious
and intellectual identity, to
attach oneself to one who
appears to have a real self
because he is making a mark
upon the world, thtough the
active use of his abilities.
Unfortunately, because the
educated woman can cop out,
she'll always be in doubt
about her intellectual potentials, constantly wavering,
every once in a while asking
herself, "Could I have made
it? Could I have been more
••. ?"

Because of the predicaments mentioned aboue, we
seek guidance which will
help us deal with our individual problems, not only on
a personal scale, but also in
terms of cultural values and
expectations. We want a social psychology that can present both individual and societal alternatives that will
enable us to feel capable of
havin~ full creative lives,
without ha~ing to live vicartously th~ough a man.
Although women comprise
60% of the student body at
Purchase and 80% of the staff
we consider a feminist to be
valuble for men as well.
In
challenging the present social context, a feminist is
by definition a social
psychologist: She can present
human alternatives for us all.
As students of this new
school, whose ideal is the
creation of an environment in
which our urgent needs can be
responded to so that we may
grow creatively, we strongly
urge that a feminist psychologist be hired as soon as
possible.
We feel that our psychologist should hold a full-time
position, with the dual role
as clinician and instructor.
For we desire not only individual counseling, but also
exposure to the growing field
of feminist psychology. We
believe that feminist
psychology should be part of our
standard psychology class
fare, and consider it of
particular importance that
students become aware of
career possibilities in this
discipline.
Vivien Chen, Nancy Duplessis,
Jeannie Segal

Gentlemen:
This is the first letter I've
ever written to a state college newspaper. Does that
seem strange to you? It
shouldn't. But this is not
the real reason for my writing
this letter.
I am one of your
t yp ical teenagemiddleclasssuburban malcontents who is
always complaining about something.
I'll complain about
anything-- the economy, war,

peace, love, hate, trains,
buses, the MTA, the IRT, the
BMT, prunes, and the fact that
Millard Fillmore was a New
Yorker. Anything.
So what am I complaining about
now? Well, s'like dis.
Eve ry
time I drive my car out of the
campus, I must first put up
with the mess at the beginning
of the student road that leads
to the parking lot.
It's very
dangerous, y'know.
There are
a million little sharp stones
that make driving very hazardous, complete with skidding
and the very present danger of
a tire blowout. To tell you
the truth, it scares me to
drive that way.
I don't scare
easily, though I DO have a
nightlight in my suite.
Anyway, I hope that someone
of great importance sees this
letter, because I really don' t
think it's fair that people
must brave an obstacle course
to get off the campus.
T hope that we will reach a
mature and workable solution
to this problem. All nations
will be closer together for i t.
Many thanks,
Jeff Salkin
To the editors :
In your last issue (Vol. I
No. 5) there was a gross mis interpretation of fact, and a
grave insult delivered to a
small and oft discriminated
against minority within this
college and, in fact, the
world.
I refer, of course,
to Rachael Burrows' mention
of "pinball addicts panhanciling for quarters" within
the piece entitled "Facilities Open." First, Ms. Burrows is mistaken in her terminology.
The correct t erm
.for one who plays pinball repeatedly is "junkie," not
addict.
This is a wellknown fact.
Again, her terminology is bad when she refers to the twenty-five cent
piece as a quarter and not a
"Q" (pronounced cue). Getting down to fact, pinball
junkies do not panhandle fo r
"Q's". They, in most cases
have change (two dimes and a
nickel, twenty-five pennies,
or one of many other possibl e
combinations) which. they wish
to turn into "Q's." To say
they are panhandling is to
infer that they are no more
than tramps or burns and thi s
is a grave insult. We demand
that "THE LOAD" change its
editorial policies and stop
discrimination against and
insulting an important group
which demands it Constitutional rights of equality.
The National Pinball Union

BY SUSAN DIBBLE
the floor covered with
seated figures, feet, palms together,
hands on ankles, knees bent,
and now head, neck, back
BEND
work
---concentration
the flow of energy
from head to foot
rhythm
pulse.
straighten now back, neck, head,
seated, erect,
and again pulsing.
now a right angle.
Cont. ~ · $
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BY ANDREW HUGOS
It 's out . Elen Warshaw's
first album , "ELLEN WARSHAW" {Vanguard) is finally out. No, .
Rolling Stone hasn't rush ed toreview it, WPLJ didn't scramble to
put it on the air, but it seems
momentous somehow. I've interviewed Tom Rush and Larry Coryell,
and I used to get promotional
tickets to concerts in New Jersey,
but I've never known an artist before. I've never seen a person
sweat through the process of getting an album on the market before.
It is possible that I have no
right to review the work of a person who helped break in my sister's horse , who I've introduced
at our own pretensious college
coffe house, who . is a fr i end of
Mine for chrissakes. There 's a
voice on Ellen's album that is
rich like Rita Coolige's , though
not yet as sensitive; it's a ~o
man's voice as deep and wide as
all the emotions it sings about .

But it's Ellen's voice, and it's
hard to believe that a friend's
voice has been tracked and etched
in vinyl and packaged so that
people can buy it, people who
don't know her.
"Champagne Don'y Hurt Me, Baby"
was the first song I heard. My
lips stretched 6ut as long and
thin as they could when it came
out over the speakers. It is a
shake-it-up tune that Eric Von
Schmitt wrote, and it i s the epitome of Ellen's style - catchy,
brisk, folk-rock. The instrumentation is precise and blends well
with Ellen's voice . It's the kind
of song that makes audiences stomp
and smile.
"Baby Boy" is a folksy, sooth-'
ing tune by Fred and Larry Mollins.
It is a nice, professional change
of pace. "Sister Morphine" foll ows i t up. In some ways, this
version of the Jagger-Richards
song is just short of a masterpiece. It is not the same song
that is on "STICKY FINGERS" but it
does express the pain and agony
that is written into the lyrics.

It is interpretted with the same
sensitivity with which Joe Cocker
did "A H.ittle Help From My Friends
Friends," and it ex hi bits voca 1
range that Jagger did not show in
his version.
"Widow With a Shawl , " fo 11 ows
and I never liked Donavan. The
side ends with "Can't Find My WayBack Home," a Stevie Wim10od classic . I've heard Ellen do it better, but it's a good tune and it's
a good cut.
Side two was written by Ellen
with the exception of "Goodnight
Angel Child,' and these songs were
written by a proffes s ion a1 . It is
not necessary to like them to
realize that, and they don't all
send me to the ceiling, but
neither does Judy Collins.
"Mama, Where Have You Gone?" is
a guiet, melodic, gut-grabbing
cut that summons the ethos. Yes,
it deals with an old, tear-jerking
subject, two people who are apart

DANCE

but it says something else - what
else can you do, but give?
"We Can Make a Rainbow" is an
up-tempo, folksy tune that I've
heard Ellen do before. It's another song beseaching mankind to
get it together, but I tap my foot
to it.
The album may not do much on
the market, I don't know how it
stacks up to other albums. It is
not the apex of Ellen's talent;
it has been fucked with by technicians and executives who have
their own ideas about what music
is and how best to make a buck.
So they've made Ellen folksier
than she is and some of the cuts
sound like dishwater. But one
thing is clear - this is a professionally recorded and produced
product, it features a professional. It is not an amateur talent
show and there are cuts on this
album that awe me. I'm looking
forward to Ellen's next album.
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and then into 180
in the end we may be
with the legs,
in arm chairs
and toes to the north and south. listening to the recordings
of past performances.
we begin with driven strength,
we may lie beside old
with h e sitation
photo books and wish
with dread, question
it had been grander.
determination
we may simply find a
and with ste adiness
better space for ourselves.
keeping withing the
and there are some here
boundaries of 16 counts who can and will take
hold, will keep moving
keeping the energy moving
whereve rwithout losing all
whereve r there is space,
in the beginning
wheth e r in the height of
yo u must keep some for
technique or simply
the end .

Senate eont.
one is t e lling me about. What h appened to the educational
philosophy of integration of the arts with l e tter s and
scie nce ? Why do policies keep changing suc h that no one
is even s ure what the requirements for a major are ? I
realize this is a new p lace, but it's been a difficult
path to get a lo t of things done. And I think more can
happen.
I see the Senate as an organization which will
focus on pertinent issues and initiate effective ac tion to
deal with them .
I want to do my part in gett ing this
important part of our community off the ground.
2. ANTHONY COOKSON (Sophomore ) : The only reason I'm r e ally
running is because I feel a p e rsonal guilt in not doing
some thing to remedy all the discontents and criticisms.
in thi s school.
This may sound superficial and easily
expressed but somebody has to do something.
It se ems
we all voice our opinions but then sit back in our naive
positions expecting th e prob l ems to be solved. Just from
experiencing our pre- town mee ting I was upset by the
assumptions of so many students.
The school hasn't tri e d
to deceive us.
They stated that thi s school would face
all the problems experienced in a new institution, and
that the solutions wo ul d be slow in coming. Patience is
a quality n eede d in this situation and toleration more
so.
I don't promise anyth i ng except some concern
back ed
by work.
3. ANDREW HUGOS (Sophomore)
4. LIZ MARRA (Junior)
5. MARK SILVERMAN (Sophomore): After witnes sing the concerned part of the student body knocking their heads
ag~inst the wa ll trying to deal with the arrogantly
stubborn administration, my i mpa ti ence has overtaken me
and I must take ac tion to help alleviate the substandard
living, health and academic conditions. We must shatter
the mist of h e lpl essness that is keep ing us down and
realize that the power of the academic nation-state lies
in us, the students . We can get what we need, but we have
to take hold of the situation and start believing in
ourse lves.
CONTINUING EDUCATION STUDENTS (vote for 2 candidates):
1. VEANNA I. BERRIE : I want to see Continuing Education
involved in school activities and I really think it's
important that Continuing Educa tion is represented in
the school Stuqent Senate.
(ONLY 1 DECLARED CANDIDATE.)
DANCE MAJORS (v ote f or 1 candidate):
1.
SUSAN DIBBLE (Sophomore):
I would like to repres e nt
the danc e department in the s tudent government because
I feel that I am sensitive to the way things are going
now, good and bad, in the department, and through the
student government, there could be good things brought
about by a group of positive and productive thinke rs.
MUSIC MAJORS (vote for 1 candidate):
1. JOEL FEINBERG (Inte rmediate)
THEATER AND FILM MAJORS (vote for 1 candidate) :
1. GREGORY KEENAN (Freshman): The sole source of power,
invested in this student gove rnment, is the allocation
and spending of the Student Act i vi ti e s moni es , a sum in
excess of $20,000 annua lly .
I am highly inte rested in the
Theatre Dep a rtment getting i t s share.
It' is money that
would obviousl y benefit the the atre students and, if spe nt
on productions (whether play or film form), benefit the
rest of the student body as well.
2.
STEVEN KUSHNER (Fr es ~man):
I think that we all aware of
the problems which fa ce us as a new and g rowing division.
Just ask yourself what is wrong with your program or ·
what obstacl e s yo u have enc ountered on a project and

you have sighted one major area of concern.
I believe
we ne e d some one who can keep abreast of the problems
of a growing division and sp e ak out to solve them. And
I believe I can do that.
I also intend to address myself
to the probl em of integrating us, as theater and film
artists, with the college community at large. This
matter includes both the social and academic aspects of
creating a truly cohesive community while maintaining our
artistic and p~rsonal individuality. Finally, I should
like to insure us all that proper monies will be allocated
to us towards the pursuance of our art. By constitutional
decree, the Senate will have the power to attack all three
of these issues.
I intend to put that power to full use.
VISUAL ARTS MAJORS (vote for 1 candidate):
1. PAMELA GARVER (Freshman)
2. FRED WILSON (Freshman)
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There will be 30
the war is over and nobody's happy. how come?
Herbert Lehman Gr
perhaps because instead of a war with a cause,
Graduate Fe 11 owthis one looked more like two drunks rolling in the ships in Social
street, one with a heavy piece of wood, beating
Sciences and Pubon the other. we all stood around and watched,
lic Affairs avaiand wa i ted for the one with the stick to stop
lable for Septembeating, but he didn't stop for a long tim~. the
ber, 1973. These
other drunk was quicker, ~ his fists and'feet were
are awarded comeverywhere, but he couldn't avoid the painful
petetively and
blows of the stick . he was fighting a loosing
must be used in
battle, for what are fast fists to heavy sticks?
N.Y. State. Applifinally, when his arm had grown tired, and he
cations must be
began to feel some pain himself, the drunk with
mailed to Regents
the stick lumbered to his feet where his eyes
Examination and
were met by ours. "I was only protecting my
Scholarship Center
girl," he said, "this bastard was going to beat
State Educat~
her!" his excuse sound more like a public
Dept, Albany, NY
apology. even before hj$ last words were out
12224 before March
of his mouth, the girl was by the other man's
15.
side, trying to lift him outo the curb. his
Those who plan
limp body, half conscious, was sprawled in her
to graduate by
lap. "You've both beaten me!" she screamed
June, 1974,could
through hot tears, "but you beat me because
talk to your adyou wanted me all to yourself. He beat me
visers once in a
because I didn't have the guts to leave
while - you may be
you. He hated you for beating me. And I
surprised at how
hate you too! You beat me out of jealosy.
much help they can
He beat me out of love. I know h~'s not
be!
right, but I'd take him over you anyday!"
Stephanie
as she helped the wounded drunk down the street
he wove crazily back and forth with pain
Sing up now to
ake sure that
perceived through alchohol. the other drunk just
stood there with .bloody_stick in hand, mouth
AFRICAN DANCE can
hanging open. we all turned away in disgust~
be offered Spring
knowing thet nothing had been resolved. knowing
II as a full erethat the girl would be beaten again, if only
dit course open to
for different reason than before.
everyone. Contact
, the war is over and nobody' s ha~
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